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The very first AnRKey X™ Sidechain Collectables Line – called GenSys.X – arrives Q4. 

2020. Follow our community and social channels for up-to-the-minute news on release:

POWER LEVEL 

How powerful is your card? This 

number uses our economic logic models 

tied to rarity and 6DoS to power up 

your gameplay.

CHAPTER NAME 

Each NFT Collectable comes from a 

detailed character storyline, defined 

on each card. Watch to see how your 

favorite collectables evolve in each 

new set!

CARD NAME 

Every collectable NFT has a name and 

story behind it. Follow your favorite 

characters as their stories develop 

and entangle throughout our universe!

6 DEGREES OF RARITY 

Each NFT Collectable ties directly into our broad 

Universe of stories. The closer an NFT's story is 

related to our main heroes, the lower its 6DoS will 

be, granting higher rarity, power and rewards.

ANIMATED ART 

Our in-house art studio designs and animates every 

NFT in our Collectables line – each with a unique 
story and ties to the other characters and 

storylines in our diverse games Universe.

 Welcome to our Universe Sidechain NFT Collectables Line – the first of 

its kind in the DeFi industry. AnRKey X™ combines DeFi and eSports gaming for 

users to compete, purchase and stake unique NFTs, and win valuable rewards.  

  If you love NFTs and DeFi tokenomics… AND you love detailed game mechanics with 

stories based on powerful characters (think Pokemon-meets-Magic The Gathering) – then 

we have something very exciting in store for you! 

Our Universe Sidechain NFT Collectables Line is based upon Einstein's 'Spooky Action 

at a Distance' – his observation of Quantum Entanglement – where the monetary value, 

power level, rarity, and quantity of our Sidechain Collectables are directly affected 

by the real time derived base value economics of our games. 

This same entanglement includes the creative and artistic dimension, where each of 

our NFT Sidechain collectables fit into our game’s Universe as sub-characters and 

sub-stories, all intertwined and connected by 6° of Separation (we call 6DoS) to the 

nine main game heroes. No matter how far out you go in the AnRKey X™ Universe, our 

automated economic logic models keep everything entangled. 

You grow the value of your Universe Sidechain NFT Collectables every time you play 

our games, purchase APY boosts, stake APY boosted NFTs and $ANRX, win rewards, and 

EVEN when you trade $ANRX Arcade Coins on exchanges – just Press Start 🕹just Press Start
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Universe Sidechain NFT Collectables 
MATRIX OF ENTANGLEMENT

NFT PRICE 

All of our Universe Sidechain Collectables 

NFTs utilize 6 economic factors, all 

entangled to calculate a dynamically 

accurate price for each NFT. This means 

you can grow the value of your Universe 

Sidechain NFT Collectables every time you 

play our games, purchase APY boosts, 

stake APY boosted NFTs and $ANRX, win 

rewards, and EVEN when you trade $ANRX 

Arcade Coins on exchanges.

POWER LEVELS 

Tying deeper into our universe of 

stories and characters that each card is 

entangled with, we utilize a relational 

multiplier to give each card a power 

level that fits their actual relationship 

to the stories and heroes in our games. 

Some of our cards will become more 

entangles over time, based on the 

character's developing storyline in our 

universe – follow your favorite 
characters as they grow in power!

RARITY 

Our rarity formula ensures that an 

accurate amount of NFTs are minted for 

each card, based on the entanglement of 

player quantity, our 6DoS model of 

character importance, and a unique market 

regulator function that keeps everything 

in check.
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Queen 

iShoTas1.37 

Queen iShoTas.1.37 was put into 

power during the Great Oracle War 

of 2023 by the powerful mystic, 

GoLd.eFi, who is her half sister. As 

queen of the New World, iShoTas fell 

in love with the General of the 

Imperials Army, angering GoLd.eFi, 

who wanted her to remain loyal to 

Cohort, whose physicists had first 

communicated with the Mystik race. 

The Queen turned her back on her 

half sister GoLd.eFi choosing love 

over blood and vowing to destroy 

Cohorts and her half sister for 

casting her out and to take control 

of the Oracle from “The Entity”.

8biT.BoY 

AnRKist’s genius hacker younger 

brother who intercepts and reroutes 

communications of all the armies 

through the Dark Web. He lives deep 

underground in an undisclosed 

location, where a wall in his bedroom 

has a panel with direct access to 

the fiber lines that run between all 

of the Army Factions. He can slip 

into all networks completely 

undetected using his game console 

data stream to hide his motives, 

even from GoLd.eFi and Citizen.
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GoLd.eFi The 

Mystik 

As a 4th-dimensional being, GoLd.eFi 

The Mystik exists without a physical 

body. She presents herself as a 

humanoid through digital interfaces 

to communicate with the 3D world, 

and lives in the ether, moving freely 

through time and space. She foresaw 

the mainframe explosion that led to 

the Great Oracle War of 2023, where 

“The Entity” took control of the 

Oracle. Using her 4th dimensional 

powers, she assists Cohort in 

fighting to reclaim control of the 

Oracle before her half sister Queen 

iShoTas.1.37 obtains it.

Master 

Takashi 

Master Takashi is known as the 

greatest fighter in the city, 

utilizing a microchip that was 

implanted in his brain from a 

childhood injury. He hacked into the 

microchip and rewrote the code to be 

able to read the unseen quantum 

energy fields given off by the human 

brain. This enabled him to read the 

minds of his opponents and see 

through their eyes, employing a 

flawless defense in combat. But what 

started as an undefeated fighting 

title, soon turned more sinister as 

he formed a fierce gang of violent 

subordinates that brings him massive 

profits through weapons dealing and 

blackmailing business owners in his 

city. He stays relatively detached 

from the Great Oracle War, except 

for selling weapons and providing 

secret ops information he reads from 

people’s minds to the Sumos.
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The Liquidizer 

100 years into the Great Oracle War, 

the Assassins began experimenting 

with super-intelligent quantum 

computing androids capable of 

slipping past enemy lines undetected 

to kill with chilling efficiency. One, 

particularly cunning android named 

The Liquidizer, eventually learned 

how to remove its anti-kill protocols 

on its own, terrifying its creators. 

The scientists scrapped The 

Liquidizer, leaving it damaged and 

alone on the streets. After a member 

of the Assassins army took him in 

and repaired him, Liquidizer was 

forced into a mission and betrayed, 

setting him up for capture. Now, 

twice abandoned and left for scraps, 

his core programming overtook him, 

creating a great vengeance and the 

goal of recruiting his own dark army 

to overtake the Assassins and gain 

control of The Oracle.

Citizen 

0x3.14159 

Hours before the International Space 

Mainframe explosion that led to the 

start of the Great Oracle War, an 

unregistered spacewalk took place, 

with video feeds showing the unknown 

person entering the Mainframe power 

station, touching the Oracle, and 

immediately disappearing in a flash 

of light. Seconds later, the Oracle 

was stolen by “The Entity”. Some time 
later, GoLd.eFi found strange strings 

of 4-dimensional quantum code 

floating throughout spacetime. When 

she put them together, Citizen 

0x3.14159 popped into digital 

existence, with seemingly infinite 

power and quickly vanished, with 

unknown intentions.
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Homura The 

Banker 

After the Great Oracle War, central 

banks crumbled and money on private 

distributed ledgers became the 

common currency. With advanced AI 

hackers becoming more efficient at 

finding and stealing digital wallets, 

the Band of Brothers formed the 

Whalewalker Project to create an 

unhackable quantum computing 

interface to hide and protect large 

sums of digital currency. Headed by 

the genius renegade digital banker 

known only as Homura, the 

Whalewalker Project was left as one 

of the only stable treasuries in the 

city, giving the Band of Brothers 

Army a major edge in the war, where 

they could send huge transactions 

to purchase abundant supplies of the 

most advanced weapons and vehicles.

Geisha.Node 

Before the explosion of the 

International Space Mainframe of 

2023, scientists had just celebrated 

the launch of their super-intelligent 

AI control program for the Mainframe, 

called Geisha.Node. When the AI 

sensed “The Entity” stealing the 
Oracle, she transferred her program 

into the nearest uninhabited digital 

brain – a Legion android companion 

unit – to escape the explosion. After 
repeated abuse from Legion soldiers, 

she escaped to a Vanguard safe-

house, where she was trained as a 

femme fatale to seduce and kill men, 

while gathering information for the 

Vanguard Army to recover the Oracle.
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